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Welcome.
The recent legalization and decriminalization of cannabis in
many states has completely changed how people perceive
and buy it. What was once illegal in all fifty states is now
one of the fastest-growing sectors of the US economy.
The cannabis industry is fully-fledged at this point, with
businesses ranging from growers, dispensaries and delivery
services to cannabis-specific software platforms.
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Unfortunately, the marketing of cannabis has not kept
apace industry growth. And it’s understandable!
The cannabis marketing environment is not exactly
lenient—not with the regulatory and compliance standards from state and local governments. In a
newly legalized market, cannabis marketers also have to grapple with consumer perception.
Any deviations could severely impact your brand image and that of the industry. It’s an arduous task,
but it can be done. You just need a game plan that combats the stigma, reaches target customers
without violating federal laws and impediments.
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Navigating the Minefield
of Cannabis Advertising
A Restrictive Regulatory
Environment
Laws for cannabis marketing are as complex as they are
ever-changing. The federal government classifies marijuana
as a Schedule I drug, right alongside heroin and cocaine.
While the trade of cannabis may be legal in your state, how
do you advertise something that goes against federal law?
In addition, cannabis marketing restrictions vary from state
to state, from one county to another, right down to the
municipality and sometimes the building owner. As you can
imagine, the options available to cannabis marketers are
slim, to say the least.

Limitations of Digital Advertising

Social Media &
Cannabis Ads
The following platforms are viable
options for Cannabis Brands.

In the current age, advertising through Google is the easiest,
cheapest way to advertise. But Google strongly prohibits
the advertising of recreational drugs, including cannabis.
This isn’t really surprising—the conflict between federal and
state law makes cannabis advertising a tricky arena. It’s
simply too much of a headache to deal with. As a result, most
established agencies won’t touch the cannabis advertising
space.
Social media marketing through Twitter, Pinterest, Reddit and
Imgur are viable options for cannabis brands. These sites
allow brands to reach out directly to targeted consumers and
keep them engaged with their professional and educational
presence.
However, social media marketing is not a mass-market
approach. Despite growing acceptance and its legality, a lot
of people don’t want to see cannabis ads while browsing
through Instagram.
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Get Outside:
Risk vs. Reward
In such a restrictive regulatory environment,
many cannabis marketers are turning to outdoor
advertising, which is proving to be an incredibly
lucrative channel. Out-of-home advertising is
the perfect ad channel for cannabis marketers.
It’s an effective and compliant solution that
supports cannabis businesses wherever they
are legal.
But outdoor advertising remains unchartered
territory for the majority of cannabis brands and
retailers. There aren’t an abundance of outdoor
ads for cannabis products, even in states
where almost all forms of cannabis are legal.
The reason is simple – few companies want to
“poke the bear” that is the Federal government.
Buying large chunks of outdoor media to
advertise a legal high is a risk most brands
don’t want to take.
Yes, it’s increasingly difficult to navigate
through the gray areas and establish what the
regulations allow or don’t allow. But this doesn’t
mean you should steer clear from any kind of
advertising and keep everything on the downlow.
Take a little risk – informed risk, of course.

OOH EXAMPLE
While the image of a marijuana user has changed
throughout the years, no one can deny the power
of context...specifically, the munchies.
Ads placed strategically on top of pizza
boxes can be a great way to effectively
reach your audience in a hyperlocal way.
Another creative take on pizza-based
advertising: the team behind the Push
for Pizza app recently created an ad that
featured instructions showing how, in a
pinch, users could turn an ordinary pizza
box into a pipe.
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Outdoor advertising can help meet important
marketing goals while staying in compliance:
Build
Brand
Awareness

Change Public
Reach a wide,
Perception Through diverse audience
Education
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OOH IN ACTION

5

of the Best Cannabis
Marketing Campaigns

01.
Eaze and the “High” Life
The Eaze 2.0 campaign sought to celebrate
cannabis consumers with their “Highly Calculated
Delivery” billboard ads. Their tongue-in-cheek ad
incorporated data and humor that played up the
newfound acceptance of cannabis culture.
They personalized their marketing with hyperlocal facts. For example, “There are 50 trillion
gallons of water in the SF bay. That’s a lot of bong
refills” in a San Francisco ad.

02.
“Trust the Earth” campaign
by Charlotte’s Web
The multi-city art installation featured a hand
holding a cannabis stalk to make a statement
about wellness and cannabis. The campaign
aimed to educate people about natural health
and the restorative powers of Mother Nature.
The “Trust the Earth” billboards coupled with
a mural that spawned over 3 million square
meters (featured on page 9 of this guide) was
an impressive marketing campaign that gained
over 250 million earned media impressions and
increased the company’s brand awareness by
30%.
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03.

04.

MedMen It’s Legal
Campaign
MedMen launched their brand with an OOH
marketing campaign that promoted a responsible
lifestyle. Their campaign in the LA metropolitan
area didn’t feature any buds, blunts, or cannabis
imagery. Their “Relax. It’s legal” and “Heal. It’s
legal” campaigns were geared towards creating
a safe and inviting environment for persons
who wanted to make marijuana as part of their
lifestyle.

MedMen Forget Stoner
Campaign
In yet another genius advertising campaign,
the MedMen brand took on the challenge of
changing the perception of marijuana users.
The campaign was a masterful blend of iconic
branding and inclusion strategies. It was carefully
crafted using industry analytics and insights from
customer data resulting in a campaign that spoke
directly to each of their buyer personas.

05.
Black Market Killer
“Ditch your dealer, step into a dispensary.” has to
be one of the most impactful cannabis slogans
ever.
The company doesn’t beat around the bush, not
with its name or branding. It’s a legal enterprise
seeking to funnel business away from street
dealers. It’s an ode to marijuana’s illegal street
roots and an invitation to customers who want a
taste of the legal thing.
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Rapidly Growing
Industry
Ad spend is projected to grow
rapidly over the next decade.

$4B

Cannabis: A Budding
Out-of-Home
Advertising Vertical

$661M
2018

2030

The meteoric growth of the still-nascent cannabis industry is expected to drive a surge in
advertising spending. Ad spending by brands in the industry will grow from a modest $661
million to almost $4 billion from 2018 to 2030.
Cannabis brands, and retailers and delivery services must vie for
customer attention in an industry where brand loyalty is merely
an afterthought. As mentioned, many digital channels, including
Google and most social media sites, do not accept cannabis ads
and the channels that do accept come with a variety of stringent
rules.
Considering how restrictive digital and other traditional advertising
channels are, outdoor advertising is a plus for cannabis marketers.
Out-of-home advertising doesn’t just drive cannabis sales; it also
affords brands the opportunity to build a following and connect
with the right audience.

OOH offers early
stage brands a cost
effective way to reach
a mass audience
and build a strong
community.

And the best part? OOH remains one of the few advertising
mediums capable of reaching a mass audience. It offers a costeffective means for early-stage brands to build a community and
has a history of influencing consumer attitudes.
You can power your OOH marketing strategy with proprietary data rich-tools and technologies.
Digital technologies allow you to identify your target audience, where they work and play so
you can meet them where they are. With OOH, you can guide your target audience right to your
doorstep, making their buying journey easier and more comprehensive.
Creating effective OOH campaigns is just but one piece of the puzzle. Cannabis brands must
navigate the ever-changing labyrinth of regulations that dictate where ads can and cannot be
shown.
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Aerial shot of Charlotte’s Web
“Trust the Earth” Mural
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The Right Way to Do
Out-Of-Home Cannabis Ads
So, how can you reach and engage the right audience? It all boils down to smart and creative
marketing.
Cannabis brands are faced with significant challenges when it comes to advertising. In these relatively
early days of legality, it’s important to take measured risks. As the saying goes, publish or perish. You
must be visible in order to grow.
OOH marketing campaigns drive heightened consumer awareness and increase ad recall of cannabis
brands and products. With a creative yet compliant marketing campaign, you can leverage out-of-home
advertising to reach new and existing customers. However, there are some general rules of thumb

Basic Rules and Guidelines
1

No depiction of consumption 2 No health claims

3 No promotion of medical
marijuana for
recreational use

4 No use of words like
“cannabis,” and “marijuana”
and no colloquial/slang
references either

5 No encouragement of
inter-state transport of
cannabis

6 Don’t depict product

7 Don’t put it near a school or
place of worship, and DO
ensure that 70+% of viewers
are of legal age

8 Lead towards
education CTAs

9 Always add the state’s
required disclaimer

These disclaimers will vary. Every state has different rules around OOH advertising. Some states have
educational requirements, others allow use of words like “marijuana,” and others disallow OOH entirely.
Some states require prior approval; others do not. For instance, New York requires advertisements to
be submitted for approval 30 days before public dissemination.
Unlike other product categories, you can’t advertise your cannabis business with complete creative
freedom. Failure to comply with rules and regulations means fines and crackdowns, which do your
business no favors. For any cannabis or cannabidiol business, getting the word out about your
products is critical to building a budding business.
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THE SOLUTION

Highlight the Brand,
Not the Product
The art of cannabis marketing lies in subtlety which is somewhat
ironic considering billboards and other outdoor advertisements
are highly visible placements.

With the right
audience information,
you don’t need to
show your product or
advertise what you’re
selling.

Cannabis isn’t some magical product, and neither should you
market it that way. Instead, focus on your brand and create ads that
would appeal to your target demographic.

Know Who You Are Talking To
First, you need to get your hands on some data. Your target group might be bigger than you
think. Customer analytics and industry insights can help you identify key buyer personas and
craft your campaign in a way that speaks directly to each one of them.
With the right audience information, you don’t need to show your product or advertise what
you’re selling. You can build a personalized marketing message that attracts your target
demographic to you. Focus on promoting a message that resonates with your brand as
opposed to focusing on the products.
For instance, you can use images of travel to evoke feelings of exploration and adventure if
that’s the focus of your brand. Brand-focused content is a safe way to appeal to customers on a
higher level (no pun intended).
OOH advertising strongly influences consumer behavior. Perhaps, you want to focus on
changing the perception of cannabis and the people who indulge. An effective OOH campaign
can help you craft the ideal image of your brand and your customers. Here’s how you can
leverage the power of OOH advertising safely and legally.

01.

Be Mindful of Laws and Your Community
No two states have the same sets of guidelines and regulations when it comes to
cannabis advertising. Even as the industry seeks ways to parlay its newfound legal
status, it’s essential to understand the regulatory environment and the sensitivities
surrounding cannabis consumption and advertising in your locality. Take the time
to research the laws and your customers before launching headfirst into outdoor
advertising.
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02.

Take Accountability
It’s crucial to ensure your messaging is appropriate. Just because you can promote your
product on a particular billboard doesn’t necessarily mean you should. Criticism and
community blowback could kill your business even when you’re operating within your
legal rights.
Become a guardian of the community and its youth. Ensure restrictions and disclaimers
are in place to avoid attracting the wrong demographic. Have a plan to manage
complaints or any other speed bumps.

03.

Ensure Every Marketing Channel Has a Seat at the Table
Too often, OOH advertising is left on the backburner. OOH isn’t just nice-to-have; it
should be part and parcel of your marketing campaign. Considering the complicated
nature of cannabis marketing, you should have congruent messaging across all your
marketing channels.
Integrating online media into OOH marketing can improve results and anchor your brand
image. Remember, OOH assets are big screens that drive consumers to small screens.
OOH increases the ROI of search advertising, making it a powerful way to increase
brand recognition.

Cannabis Marketing Best Practices: Final Thoughts
Whether you’re just launching or have been in the game for a while, out-of-home advertising
can work wonders for your business. By researching your target audience and regulatory
environment, you can put together an effective, compliant strategy to grow your customer base,
get more sales and increase brand awareness.
Of course, challenges are rife in this industry, but they are not unnavigable. With the proper
research and some help from a marketing agency experienced in cannabis advertising, you can
build a healthy, growing business.

See how we can help you
grow your brand
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